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Abstract 
	

This thesis explores the existence of cross-sectional price momentum in four Nordic countries; Denmark, 
Finland, Norway, and Sweden. Cross-sectional price momentum was first documented by Jegadeesh and 
Titman (1993) and is the tendency for stocks to exhibit positive correlation between past and future 
returns. Since Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) the phenomenon of cross-sectional momentum has been 
documented in multiple stock markets and across assets classes (Asness et al., 2013) as well as two 
centuries back (Geczy and Samonov, 2016). This discovery of cross-sectional momentum across 
geographic markets, assets and time periods underpins the pervasiveness and persistence of the 
phenomenon (Ilmanen, 2016). This thesis contributes to these findings by looking specifically at the 
Nordic in an out-of-sample test compared to a previous empirical study by Rouwenhorst (1998). While 
these countries often are included in other academic papers, it is usually as a part of a greater European 
sample. In a sample from 1978 to 1995, Rouwenhorst (1998) find a significant momentum effect in 
Denmark and Norway but not in Sweden after controlling for market risk and a size factor (Finland was 
not part of the sample). The vast amount of empirical evidence of the momentum effect and the findings 
in this thesis conflicts with traditional financial theory and in particular the Efficient Market Hypothesis, 
which states that prices fully reflect all available information at any given time.  
 
The empirical study of the momentum effect is done in the period 1996-2016 on stocks in the 80th 
percentile according to market capitalization for each Nordic country and a combined value-weighted 
Nordic portfolio. The momentum portfolio for each country is constructed as 2x3 factors inspired by 
Fama and French (1992), but using a conditional sorting by first sorting on size and then on momentum 
creating in total six portfolios. The momentum returns are regressed on a Fama-French Three Factor 
Model and a new asset pricing model which includes a low-beta and quality factor to test for a significant 
momentum effect. After controlling for these known factors (market, size, value, low-beta, and quality), 
a significant momentum effect is found in Denmark, Finland, and Norway yielding monthly average 
returns of 1.0%, 0.8%, and 0.9%, respectively. No evidence of a significant momentum effect is found 
in Sweden or the combined Nordic portfolio. These findings contradict with the weak-form of market 
efficiency as no information in past prices should be exploitable making it possible to consistently earn 
a higher risk-adjusted return. In an efficient market, the frictions resulting in a momentum effect should 
be arbitraged away by rational traders. To see if the momentum returns are of a time-varying nature, the 
samples are split into two sub-periods ranging from 1996 to 2006 and from 2007 to 2016. The results 
suggest that the momentum effect has a tendency to go “in and out of favor” as none of the countries are 
either significant or confident significant in the first sub-period taking into consideration statistical noise. 
Another interpretation of these results is that the market's ability to price securities efficiently vary which 
gives rise to a momentum premium in some time periods when the market is unable to price securities 
correctly or that risks associated with momentum returns changes. The significant momentum effect 
found in Denmark, Finland, and Norway can simply be a compensation for higher risk in line with the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis. The existence of momentum crash risk which is a risk-based explanation 
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is therefore investigated by looking at three measures of momentum crash risk. The findings suggest that 
momentum crash risk is present but not to the degree that fully explains the significant momentum effect 
in Denmark, Finland, and Norway. This suggests that other explanations play a role in explaining why 
the momentum effect it is not arbitraged away. These explanations can be other non-tested risk-based 
explanations or nonrisk-based explanations, that evolves around behavioral under- and overreaction from 
market participants. The latter form of explanations would contradict with the Efficient Market 
Hypothesis and therefore make the momentum effect an even stronger challenge to the hypothesis. 
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1. Introduction 
Cross-sectional momentum is the tendency for stocks with the highest past performance to have a higher 
expected return than stocks with the lowest past performance. This means that, on a relative basis, high 
performing stocks will keep winning and low performing stocks will keep losing. The phenomenon was 
first formally documented in an academic study in 1993 by Jegadeesh and Titman in their paper "Returns 
to Buying Winners and Selling Losers." Since then the subject has received an enormous amount of 
attention from both academics and practitioners for different reasons. The academic world's interest in 
momentum arises because these abnormal returns generated by a momentum strategy should not exist in 
traditional finance theory. The Efficient Market Hypothesis states that financial markets always fully 
reflect the available information and earning abnormal returns by exploiting a momentum effect should 
therefore not be possible (Malkiel and Fama, 1970). Short-term imperfections in asset pricing may occur, 
but these will be quickly eliminated by arbitrageurs making it impossible to earn a long-term profit by 
exploiting them. Due to this conflict between traditional finance theory and momentum the phenomenon 
has been studied in detail and documented in different equity markets but also across asset classes 
(Asness et al., 2013). Practitioners, on the other hand, are lured towards the momentum effect due to the 
potential for harvesting abnormal returns. Earlier empirical studies of momentum find monthly 
significant alphas around the world ranging approximately between 0.5-1.5%. However, empirical 
studies often neglect transaction costs and the proponents of the Efficient Market Hypothesis argues that 
it is not possible to realize positive returns from a momentum effect after transaction costs. The debate 
about the role of transaction costs associated with the high turn-over momentum strategy is characterized 
by a dispute regarding the cost estimation method ((Lesmond et al., 2004), (Korajcyk and Sadka, 2004), 
(Frazzini et al., 2015)) and therefore the proper cost level to use. 
 
As easy momentum is to understand equally as hard, it has been to explain it. One of the two main 
explanations given by researchers is that momentum returns are due to some risk, which is consistent 
with traditional finance theory ((Conrad and Kaul, 1998), (Berk et al., 1999)). The higher momentum 
returns are therefore only compensation for increased risk. The other view is concerned with explanations 
that are nonrisk-based and often with a behavioral theme such as under- or overreaction to new 
information. Investors irrationality and their reaction to information cause stock prices to trend resulting 
in a momentum effect. The international evidence across geographic markets and asset classes but also 
time periods suggest that the momentum effect is simply not a product of data snooping bias or flawed 
methodology (Fama, 1998). However, a uniform explanation for momentum is still absent which makes 
the momentum effect even more pervasive.  
 
This thesis sets out to explore if there are empirical evidence of a significant momentum effect in 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden during the last 21 years which could contradict with the 
Efficient Market Hypothesis. The time period chosen is an out-of-sample test compared to Rouwenhorst 
(1998). Furthermore, the presence of momentum crash risk as a risk-based explanation is assessed.     
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1.1 Research question 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore if a momentum effect still exists in the Nordic countries (ex. 
Iceland) as partial found by Rouwenhorst (1998). The motivation for studying this particular topic is that 
momentum as a concept is very controversial. Earning a profit on something so simple as buying stocks 
that are rising the most and selling short those that are falling the most almost sounds too good to be true. 
Besides sounding nearly too good to be true, and, more importantly, it challenges one of the pillars of 
traditional finance theory: The Efficient Market Hypothesis. This thesis contributes to the immense 
literature on cross-sectional momentum by looking separately at the momentum effect in four countries, 
which are often only included in larger regional samples, and by covering the recent period providing an 
out-of-sample test compared to Rouwenhorst (1998). Furthermore, the thesis also expands on the Fama-
French Three-Factor Model by using a low-beta and quality factor.  
 
The main research question will be:  
Is there empirical evidence of cross-sectional price momentum in the Nordics (Denmark, Finland, 
Norway, and Sweden) in the period from 1996 to 2016? 
 
To answer the main research question theoretical and empirical sub-questions are formulated: 
 
1. What is the role of traditional finance theory and is a momentum effect in alignment with these 
theories?  
2. Which explanations do academic papers provide regarding the momentum effect? 
3. How persistent is the momentum effect in the four countries and are there evidence of an in and out of 
favor effect?  
4. Can the momentum effect be attributed to momentum crash risk in the four countries? 
	
1.2 Delimitations 
The thesis investigates the momentum effect in the Nordic region, but due to lack of data Iceland is 
excluded from the sample. The countries included are Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden.  
The main motivation for choosing these countries is that even though momentum is a well-researched 
phenomenon within finance, empirical studies often looks at the four countries as part of a larger 
European sample. Furthermore, the stock markets in the individual countries have some differences 
which can influence the results. The Norwegian stock market is for example heavily exposed to the 
energy sector, the Danish stock market has relative many companies within financials, and the Finnish 
stock market has a relative lower share of stocks in Health Care but a higher share within technology. 
Compared to Sweden and Finland, Denmark also has a higher share of small-caps but a smaller share of 
mid-cap1. More practical reasons are access to data, which is described further in Section 3 Data and 

																																																								
1See Appendix A for an overview of the main differences along with the data source. 
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Methodology, and considerations regarding the scope of a bachelor thesis on how many countries to 
include. This delimitation to specific countries is only relevant for the empirical study in section 4 and 
not the literature review. 
 
The purpose of this thesis is only to investigate the existence of a possible momentum effect, and not 
recommend or suggest practical trading strategies to exploit the effect. More practical considerations 
such as transaction costs and taxes are therefore not included in the empirical study. However, a 
discussion about the role of transaction costs on the momentum effect is presented in Section 2 because 
it is often a key critique in the academic literature when defending why significant anomalies is not a 
threat to the Efficient Market Hypothesis. 
 
Momentum is a broad term within finance and includes both price and earnings momentum as well as 
cross-sectional, time-series (Moskowitz et al., 2011)	and other measures of momentum. The focus of this 
thesis will be on price momentum, more precisely on cross-sectional momentum between individual 
securities which is also the most well-researched type of momentum. From section 2 and onwards, 
momentum will refer to cross-sectional price momentum. Also, some of the most basic explanations 
within risk-based and nonrisk-based explanations will be discussed, but only momentum crash risk will 
be included in the empirical study. The reason for this is that most of the risk-based explanations have a 
varying explanatory power empirically and nonrisk-based explanations are due to their nature (behavioral 
models) harder to test.  
	
1.3 Structure   
The rest of the thesis proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of traditional finance theory 
and a literature review of the momentum effect. Section 3 outlines the data and methodology used. In 
section 4 an empirical study of the momentum effect in Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden and a 
combined Nordic portfolio is presented and how these momentum returns are exposed to momentum 
crash risk. Section 5 provides a discussion and section 6 concludes the thesis.  
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2. Theoretical framework 
The following section will provide an overview of traditional finance theory including a literature review 
regarding the momentum effect. The theoretical section consists of a discussion of the Efficient Market 
Hypothesis, which is the cornerstone of classic financial theory, and a presentation of possible limits to 
arbitrage that limits the efficiency of financial markets. Furthermore, an overview of different asset 
pricing models is presented. The literature review section provides an overview of the evidence 
underpinning the momentum effect and possible explanations for this effect.   
 
2.1 Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) defines an efficient financial market as one in which security 
prices always fully reflect all available publicly known information. When new information arrives, this 
is immediately incorporated into the given security price. Because this new information is unpredictable, 
then security prices will also change unpredictable implying that security prices follow a random walk. 
The cornerstone of EMH is that investors can only outperform the market by exploiting insider 
information as all available information in the market is priced in the security or simply by pure luck 
(Fama, 1991). Imperfections in prices in the market can occur in efficient markets, but these are removed 
quickly by arbitrage in which traders spot anomalies in pricing and therefore reverse the securities back 
to the fundamental value (Barberis and Thaler, 2003). Two requirements, however, are needed for a 
market to be fully priced: both the cost of trading securities and obtaining information is zero (Beja, 
1977). Zero cost of trading and obtaining information may be applicable in an academic world, but 
nonetheless not possible in a real capital market. Therefore, Malkiel and Fama (1970) suggests a 
subdivision of the EMH into three categories, each dealing with different degrees of information.  
 
Under the weak-form of market efficiency, the only information reflected in the stock prices are past 
prices. This implicit means that the subject of this thesis, momentum, should not exist in financial markets 
because it implies a correlation between past prices and future prices. Under semi-strong efficiency, not 
only historical prices are a part of the information set but prices also reflect all other public available 
information (Campbell et al., 1996). Public available information is information as earnings 
announcements, analyst recommendations or acquisition and mergers (Brealey et al., 2011). Keown and 
Pinkerton (1981) observed that public news of takeovers is priced instantly in the market supporting the 
semi-strong form of efficiency. If prices include all the above information as well as insider information 
the market is said to be strong efficient. Empirically, Jaffe (1974) and Keown and Pinkerton (1981) finds 
that insider trading may have an edge and be able to gain abnormal returns. From a theoretical 
perspective, this is not surprising as one would expect the strong-form of efficiency not to hold because 
private information is not public available and can therefore not be priced fully into current market prices.   
 
The EMH is still a very debated topic despite its age, and much empirical research has been done trying 
to test the hypothesis. Most of this research is based on asset pricing models such as the CAPM or multi-
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factor models ((Fama and French, 1993), (Carhart, 1997)) model. The reason is that market efficiency is 
not in itself testable but must be tested jointly with some model of equilibrium like the mentioned asset 
pricing models. Campbell et al., (1996) argue that even though it is possible to test the hypothesis behind 
market efficiency, it is not possible to reject it. The reason is that any rejection of the hypothesis about 
market efficiency could arise from either inefficiency, an incorrect asset pricing model or a combination 
of both. This puzzle is known as the joint hypothesis problem.	Some of the empirical research that has 
called into question the validity of market efficiency includes Banz (1981), Rosenberg et al. (1985), 
DeBondt and Thaler (1985), Lakonishok et al. (1994), and Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). These academic 
papers found anomalies which could be exploited to earn abnormal returns inconsistent with EMH. These 
inefficiencies are not a final burial of the EMH, however, as Fama (1998) suggest, these long-term 
anomalies are only a result of choice of methods and data snooping. Further, Kim et al. (1991), Schwert 
(2003) and Tóth and Kertész (2006) argues that efficiency in markets have increased in recent years due 
to improving algorithms, better processing power, more market participants and easier access to 
information. The reason for this is that it becomes easier to arbitrage short-term imperfections away. 
According to Sewell (2011), papers that rejected market efficiency peaked in the 1980s and 1990s.  
 
2.1.1 Limits to Arbitrage  
One of the cornerstones of EMH is that rational traders will undo any mispricings by doing arbitrage. 
Without arbitrageurs, mispricings may prevail giving rise to anomalies in securities as the momentum 
effect. In theory, arbitrage entails a riskless profit at no cost since the net future cash flows are zero 
(Shleifer and Vishny, 1997) because an undervalued asset is bought while simultaneous the same, or 
essentially similar, overvalued asset is sold but in different markets (Sharpe and Alexander, 1990). 
Arbitrage implies two things; that a mispricing is seen as an attractive investment opportunity and rational 
traders will exploit and correct this mispricing. However, the literature on limits to arbitrage dispute both 
the theoretical definition of arbitrage and the first notion about all mispricings is seen as attractive 
opportunities. 	
 
The literature suggests three reasons why theoretical arbitrage may not exist. First of all, there is noise 
trader risk. Noise trader risk is the notion that a mispricing can worsen in the short run because of so-
called noise traders. Noise traders are irrational traders, who trade on “noise” rather than real information 
contrary to rational traders. Shiller provides a simple heuristic model of equilibrium that consists of 
rational smart-money traders and noise traders (Shiller, 1984). He shows how correlated noise traders 
can push prices further away from the fair value by being either too optimistic or pessimistic. That is, 
noise traders trade on sentiment instead of purely rational reasons. Noise trader risk can exist due to 
limited own liquidity, separation of brains and capital and risk of forced liquidation. 
	

Secondly, a limit to arbitrage may simply exist because of fundamental risk. If a security has fallen 
without any new information has emerged an arbitrageur may take a long position to profit on the reversal 
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back to fair value.  However, between the date of the initial position and the reversal back to fundamental 
value new information may arrive. If the information is negative for the security, it can push the 
fundamental value of the company below the arbitrageur's entry price, and the price will therefore fall.  	
 
The third and last reason why mispricings may not be seen as attractive arbitrage opportunities is 
implementation costs. Implementation costs can be the costs directly associated with the execution of the 
trade as spreads and market impact costs but also cost of finding mispricings in the market and legal 
constraints.  	
 
2.2 Asset Pricing Models 
In section 2.1 it was stated that tests of market efficiency are commonly done using asset pricing models. 
A description of three different asset pricing models is provided in the following section. As the name 
suggests, the objective of an asset pricing model is to determine the price of an asset and therefore the 
expected rate of return. Two different asset pricing models will be used in the empirical study in section 
4.  
 
2.2.1 Capital Asset Pricing Model 
Asset pricing theory has its roots in the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) developed by Treynor 
(1962), Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966) and builds on Markowitz’ (1952) work on 
portfolio choice. Markowitz proposed that investors are risk averse by nature as well as rational utility 
maximizers and therefore chooses portfolios which either maximizes expected return at a given level of 
market risk or minimizes risk for a given level of return. The great insight of Markowitz’ paper is that 
idiosyncratic risk, which is risk related to individual stocks, can be eliminated through diversification. 
By forming a broad portfolio consisting of different stocks, the overall portfolio risk will be less than the 
risk of holding any of the individual stocks assuming no perfect correlation between these. The remaining 
risk in the portfolio would, therefore, be the systematic or macro risk such as business cycle or interest 
rate risk that affects all stocks regardless of diversification. 
 
CAPM expands on Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) by introducing a linear framework in which both 
the risk and expected return can be calculated. The theory behind CAPM implies that an investor needs 
to be compensated in two ways: the expected return for the time value of money and the inherent risk of 
the stock. That is,  
 

𝑅"# = 𝛽&𝑅"
&,# + 𝜀" 

 
where 𝑅"# is the return of the individual asset excess of the risk-free rate (time value of money), 𝛽& is the 
beta of the asset,  𝑅"&,# is the excess return of the market and 𝜀" is the idiosyncratic risk. As proposed by 
Markowitz, this idiosyncratic risk will on average be zero due to a diversification effect. By introducing 
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beta, a measure of a stock’s relative volatility to the overall market, the CAPM also introduces a way to 
assess the systematic risk which was not caught by the diversification effect in MPT. If a stock has a 
relatively high beta (above 1), then the volatility of the stock is greater than the overall market, and an 
investor should expect a higher return. This relation between systematic risk and expected return is called 
the security market line (SML). The slope of the SML is the market risk premium, e.g. the difference 
between the expected return of the market portfolio and the risk-free rate. If an asset is fairly priced it is 
plotted exactly on the SML, but if it is plotted above (below) the SML the asset is considered undervalued 
(overvalued). 
 
The CAPM is still widely used in numerous applications because of the pleasant way to describe the 
linear relation between expected return and risk. However, through the years CAPM has been vigorous 
tested and found inconsistent concerning the implied assumption and therefore the predictions of the 
model (Fama and French, 2004). The assumptions behind the CAPM are related to the individual 
behavior of investors (first two) and the structure of the capital market (last four) (Bodie et al., 2013): 	
 
 1) Investors are risk-averse and rational. 
 
 2) Expectations about asset returns are homogenous. Thus, investors use the same information to 
 derive at their expectation over the same single time-period. 	
 
 3) A risk-free return exists, and investors can borrow an unlimited amount of capital at this
 rate. 
 
 4) All information is public available. 
 
 5) It is possible to divide assets into unlimited pieces, and all is marketable.  
 
  6) There exist no taxes, inflation, regulation and restrictions (on short selling) or transaction costs. 
 
Early empirical research by Black et al. (1972) questions CAPMs ability to price assets correctly. They 
observe a relationship between expected return and beta that is flatter than the one predicted by the model. 
Haugen and Heins (1975) even finds a negative relationship. Furthermore, the presence of a low-beta 
anomaly (Frazzini and Pedersen, 2013), possess a direct challenge to the CAPM as the authors find that 
on average low-beta stocks have a higher risk-adjusted return than high-beta stocks. One reason this low-
beta anomaly may exist is related to the third assumption of the CAPM. If restrictions on capital exist, 
these cause investors to leverage their portfolios by buying high-beta stocks instead of borrowing at the 
risk-free rate. This increased demand for high-beta stocks lowers the expected return giving rise to a low-
beta anomaly. Furthermore, the CAPM have also been unable to explain the anomalies mentioned in 
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section 2.1 suggesting that beta may not be the only parameter explaining expected returns. In Fama and 
Macbeth (1973), the two authors developed a new methodology to test the CAPM in the period 1926-
1968. Based on this method they find a significant positive linear relationship between expected return 
and beta in support of the CAPM. 
 
2.2.2 Fama-French Factor Models 
The empirical shortcomings of the CAPMs ability to explain asset prices forced researchers to look for 
a more robust asset pricing model. Fama and French (1993) response to this is a model that relies on 
three factors instead of just the one factor in the CAPM. Based on data in the period 1963 to 1990 from 
U.S. listed stocks, they argue that the expected return on a stock can be determined by the excess return 
of the market portfolio over the risk-free rate (MKT), a size factor (SMB) and a value factor (HML). The 
addition of the SMB and HML factor are justified by arguing that they represent risk factors because 
they capture the risk of financial distress. The intuition behind SMB being a risk factor is that smaller 
firms are more likely to go bankrupt than larger firms during recessions, whereas Fama and French (1996) 
argues that companies with a high book-to-market ratio are fundamentally riskier than those with a low 
book-to-market ratio. 	
 
The model is specified as follows: 
 

𝑅"# = 𝑎 + 𝛽&𝑅"
&,# + 𝛽+&,𝑅"+&, + 𝛽-&.𝑅"-&. + 𝜀" 

   
The first factor is essentially the same as in the CAPM, whereas the SMB factor is formed as a portfolio 
taking a long (short) position in stocks with a low (high) market capitalization. The HML factor is created 
by taking a long (short) position in stocks with a high (low) book-to-market ratio. 
 
According to Fama and French (1996), these three factors explains most of the known anomalies. 
However, the continuing research done on exploring anomalies ((Sloan, 1996), (Ikenberry et al.1995), 
(Ang et al., 2006), (Pastor and Stambaugh, 2003), (Novy-Marx, 2013), (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993)) 
since the formulation of the Three-Factor Model has led Fama and French (2015) to expand on their 
model. The two new introductions to the asset pricing model are profitability (RMW) and investment 
(CMA) factors. RMW is a measure of the tendency for high profitability stocks to perform relatively 
better than low profitability stocks and is formed by taking a long (short) position in stocks with high 
(low) operating profitability. CMA represents the finding that stocks with high total asset growth on 
average have a lower return and is formed by taking a long (short) position in stocks with low (high) 
asset growth. Fama and French (2015) investigate the significance of these two factors on a sample 
consisting of U.S. stocks in the period 1963-2013. The model is specified as follows: 
 

𝑅"# = 𝑎 + 𝛽&𝑅"
&,# + 𝛽+&,𝑅"+&, + 𝛽-&.𝑅"-&. + 𝛽/&0𝑅"/&0 + 𝛽1&2𝑅"1&2 + 𝜀" 
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A critique of the Five-Factor Model is that despite the significant body of evidence behind momentum 
this factor is not included in the model. The argumentation for not including it in the original Three-
Factor Model was that it is not a risk factor as HML and SMB. However, the addition of RMW and CMA 
in the Five-Factor Model is also not justified by economic theory (Hou et al., 2016), but still, the 
momentum factor is overlooked. This is despite the fact that Fama and French (2008) concludes that 
momentum is the “premiere anomaly of investing”. Furthermore, Cakici (2015) questions the 
geographical pervasiveness of both RMW and CMA as he finds that the factors are not present in some 
regions of the world. Fama and French (2008) have also put forward this view as they stated in their 
paper "Dissecting Anomalies," that the same asset growth variable used in their investment factor lack 
robustness. Linnainmaa and Roberts (2016) can replicate the significance of both factors (t-statistic 3.60 
and 3.41) in the same period as Fama and French but does not find evidence of the same significance in 
an out-of-sample test from 1926 to 1963 (t-statistic 0.14 and 0.86). Just as the Three-Factor Model the 
new Five-Factor Model is also unable to explain the momentum effect fully (Fama and French, 2016). 
 
2.3 Momentum effect 
In a paper from 1993, Jegadeesh and Titman document that stocks that have performed well in the past 
3-12 months relative to its peers will continue to perform well over the same time horizon and stocks that 
have performed poorly will continue to do this in the next 3-12 months. They investigate this 
phenomenon of cross-sectional price momentum by forming equal-weighted decile portfolios ranked on 
the total return of different periods, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months, and holding them for 3, 6, 9 or 12 months. In 
total, 16 portfolios. They skip a week between the portfolio formation period and holding period to avoid 
bid-ask spread, price pressure and lagged reactions effect ((Jegadeesh, 1990), (Lehmann, 1990)). The 
sample consists of U.S. stocks in the period from 1965 to 1989. By going long the top decile (winner 
portfolio) while shorting the stocks with the poorest return (loser portfolio), they create a zero-cost 
portfolio that is self-financing. They find that this zero-cost portfolio would earn a significant abnormal 
return of 1.17% per month. These results are a direct challenge to the weak-form of EMH as it predicts 
that investors cannot use historical prices to say anything about the future return. Jegadeesh and Titman 
expand on their findings in 2001, by using a new data set of the subsequent eight years after their first 
paper. The result, a significant monthly return of 1.39%, confirms their original findings and suggests 
that it was not simply a product of data snooping bias. Empirical evidence documents momentum as 
being an intermediate phenomenon as De Bondt and Thaler (1985) documents a reversal effect in stock 
prices after three to five years, and Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) confirms this. 
 
Rouwenhorst (1998) further investigate intermediate-term momentum by looking at 12 different 
European countries including Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. The sample consists of 2,190 firms in 
total over the period 1978 to 1995 and follows the same methodology as Jegadeesh and Titman (1993). 
On an aggregate level, all 16 portfolios are significant at a 95% confidence level after accounting for 
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market risk and a size factor. Rouwenhorst (1998) finds that both Denmark and Norway exhibits evidence 
of a significant momentum effect, while this is not the case for Sweden. These findings are replicated by 
Dijk and Hiubers (2002) in 15 European countries (including Denmark, Sweden, Norway, and Finland) 
from 1987 to 1999 but on an aggregate level. In 2003, Griffin et al. (2003) broaden the international 
evidence of momentum further by looking at 40 countries over different time horizon as data was 
available. Their findings suggest that applying momentum strategies had on average been profitable 
across the countries. However, they find differences in the significance of these returns. The momentum 
portfolios have been significant in the US and the rest of the Americas, Europe, and Africa but not in 
Asia. Chui et al. (2000) analyze the existence of momentum in Asia more explicit by looking at eight 
Asian countries and find evidence of a strong and statistically significant momentum effect in all 
countries except Japan. Numerous papers such as Fama and French (2010), Rouwenhorst (1998) and 
Asness et al. (2013) also find a lack of evidence of a momentum effect in Japan. These findings have led 
some to question the pervasiveness of momentum.  
 
Asness et al. (2013) extend on the evidence of cross-sectional momentum by looking at not only the 
individual stocks but also country equity indexes, government bonds, currencies and commodities from 
1973 and onwards. Their findings suggest that momentum is not only a phenomenon found in equities 
and Bhojraj and Swaminathan (2006) and Gorton et al. (2008) findings support this. While Asness et al. 
(2013) apply cross-sectional momentum to different asset classes, Moskowitz et al. (2011) introduce a 
different measure of momentum. Instead of looking at relative (cross-sectional) performance for security 
selection, they propose time series momentum where securities are chosen on the basis of their absolute 
performance. They find significant positive predictability from a security's past returns to be true in 58 
liquid instruments (equity index, currency, commodity, and bond futures) over a period of more than 25 
years. Baltas and Kosowski (2013) and Bird et al. (2016) support these findings across assets classes and 
24 developed markets.  
 
Until Grundy and Martin (2001), most of the empirical studies on momentum have focused on the time-
period 1965 and onwards due to data limitations. The authors provide an out-of-sample test in US stocks 
that examine the existence of momentum from 1926-1995. They find that a zero-cost portfolio earns a 
monthly risk-adjusted return of 1.3%, which are in line with the results that Jegadeesh and Titman (1993, 
2001) finds. In their paper “Two Centuries of Price-Return Momentum” from 2016, Geczy and Samonov 
extend the period to 1801-2012, equivalent to 2,543 months for the US stock market. This large sample 
makes it possible to examine the in and out of favor effect in smaller but still data-rich subsamples. The 
in and out of favor effect suggest that investment factors such as momentum tend to disappear for longer 
periods ((Dolvin and Foltice, 2016), (Bhattacharya et al. (2015)). Geczy and Samonov (2016) uses a 12-
month formation period where they skip the two first months to avoid the reversal effect documented by 
De Bondt and Thaler (1985). The momentum effect is documented in the previously untested pre-1927 
dataset where a zero-cost portfolio earns an average monthly excess return of 0.28%. The excess return 
is the equally weighted market return subtracted from the portfolio return, which explains the lower 
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monthly return compared to other similar papers. In the previously tested period from 1927-2012, the 
average monthly excess return is 0.3 percentage point higher than the previous period and 0.40% over 
the full period. By looking at annualized 10-year returns, they find that the momentum premium was 
non-existing in the 1890s, 1900s, and 1920s at a 5% significance level which hints towards evidence of 
an efficient market. However, Shiller (2003) argues that it does not imply fully rational markets just 
because anomalies change or disappear over time and this would also be expected in highly irrational 
markets. Chordia et al. (2013) investigate the robustness of market anomalies in general, including 
momentum, by looking at their returns since they were discovered. Their findings suggest that profits 
from the momentum premium have declined as hedge fund assets, short interest and aggregate share 
turnover have increased, but it remains statistically significant. They argue that their results suggest “that 
cross-sectional return predictability would diminish to a greater extent (..)”2 but not necessarily 
disappear completely. The sample consists of U.S. listed stocks and the authors, therefore, suggest that 
more testing in an international context will be needed.  
 
The presence of momentum across geographic markets, asset classes, different measures and time periods 
suggest that the momentum effect is pervasive, robust and persistent. 
 
2.3.1 The role of transaction costs	
One important critique of the vast literature that has shown cross-sectional anomalies to exist is that the 
studies seldom account for transaction costs. Momentum is a high turnover strategy, and by including 
transaction costs into the picture, the strong profits associated with the momentum effect may disappear 
(Asness et al., 2014). Transaction costs are explicit costs like the bid-ask spread and commissions but 
also the impact that a larger investor may have on the security price when trying to sell or buy a security. 
 
Malkiel (2003) argue that if transaction costs were included, then the abnormal returns associated with 
anomalies, in general, would not be significant. Odean (1999) document this for momentum by showing 
that investors during a period of significant positive momentum did not realize excess return above a 
buy-and-hold portfolio. Lesmond et al. (2004) and Korajcyk and Sadka (2004) supports this as they find 
that including trading costs when assessing momentum strategies makes them unprofitable. A common 
argument is that most of the momentum profits are generated from two sources 1) the shorting of the 
worst-performing stocks and 2) small-cap stocks. There are on average higher transaction costs 
associated with shorting stocks than going long, as well as small-cap stocks, are less liquid than large-
cap stocks (Lesmond et al., 2004). An analysis can be provided for the former claim by looking at the 
returns separately for a winner and loser portfolio for the U.S. market3. The returns are market-adjusted 

																																																								
2 (p. 27) 
3The data is available at http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html#Research.  
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by doing a regression of the portfolios excess returns against the market excess return to avoid any 
favoring of the long side.  

 
Over the full period (Table 2.1), the contribution of the short and long side portfolios to the total return 
have been nearly 50/50 as the long portfolio has contributed with 53.6% of the returns. Israel and 
Moskowitz (2013) have expanded this analysis to several equity markets, five asset classes and a broader 
period than Lesmond et al. (2004) and Korajcyk and Sadka (2004). Similar to the results above they find 
that long positions on average explain half of the momentum return premium and that momentum is 
present across firm size. They propose that the findings by Lesmond et al. (2004) and Korajcyk and 
Sadka (2004) among others are sample-specific rather than a consistent phenomenon. 
 
Even though the momentum effect is not driven by short-selling and small-cap stocks, there may still be 
truth to the fact that momentum is not profitable when accounting for transaction costs. The academic 
dispute regarding transaction costs is less about if costs affect momentum profits or not, and more about 
the appropriate level of transaction costs and therefore the possible impact of these. Both Lesmond et al. 
(2004) and Korajczyk and Sadka (2004) attempt to estimate trading costs for the average investor by 
looking at daily or intra-daily data and apply them to a paper backtest of the trading strategy. Lesmond 
et al. (2004) find that a momentum strategy following the methodology of Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) 
earns a statistically significant 6-month return of 7.8% (t-statistic of 6.2). However, the cost of the 
turnaround in the zero-cost portfolio amounts to 9.4% or 7% depending on cost estimate method, which 
produces a net return of -1.5% and 0.9%, respectively. Korajczyk and Sadka (2004) estimate that the 
break-even fund size (before transaction costs makes it impossible to implement the momentum strategy) 
is in the range of two to five billion dollars. Frazzini et al. (2015) take a different view to the debate by 
looking at a dataset containing 32,158,381 orders between 1998 and 2013 and totaling 
$1,046,940,000,000 in live trades from one money manager. Of these trades, roughly 74% was conducted 
in a long-short strategy similar to those implemented in the academic literature. Their annual trading cost 
estimate is 3.03% for a $5.21 billion portfolio with a monthly turnover of the portfolio of 119% over 
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their sample period. Over the time horizon from 1926-2013 they find that the annual net expected return 
is 5.17% (trading on average $6.2 billion) with a t-statistic of 3.02. This is a considerable difference 
compared to the two former studies, which showed higher transaction cost estimates and smaller break-
even fund sizes.  
 
Whether to use the cost estimate for the average investor or a cost estimate for a professional arbitrageur 
is still a debate without a clear conclusion. However, the results show that it is possible to realize a 
significant momentum effect after transaction costs, but also that this may require the lower cost benefits 
often associated with institutional investors. 
 
2.4 Explanations for momentum 
Momentum as a concept is relatively easy to understand: Over a period of 3 to 12 months’ future returns 
are positively correlated to past returns. However, as easy as it is to understand momentum equally as 
hard it also is to explain why the anomaly exists. The literature about momentum divides possible 
explanations into either risk-based or non-risk based explanations.  
 
2.4.1 Risk-based explanations 
The risk-based explanations suggest that the higher returns generated from a momentum strategy are a 
compensation for some risk related directly to momentum. More specific, the theories propose that some 
firm-specific or macroeconomic risks affect the long-term cash flows and dividends of the firms which 
is in line with EMH (Moskowitz, 2010).  
 
Chordia and Shivakumar (2002) investigates the role that macroeconomic risks related to the business-
cycle have on profits from a momentum strategy in the U.S. They find that it is only during expansionary 
periods that momentum returns are positive and that returns can be explained by lagged value-weighted 
dividend yield, default spread, yield on three-month T-bills, and term structure spread. More precisely, 
they find momentum profits of 0.53% (t-statistic 2.35) during expansion and -0.72% (t-statistics -0.92) 
during recession. These findings have been criticized due to non-robustness to the fact that Chordia and 
Shivakumar (2002) does not skip one month between the formation and holding period and also includes 
highly illiquid stocks in the sample ((Cooper et al., 2004), (Griffin et al., 2003)). 
Griffin et al. (2003) look at macroeconomic risk and momentum profits from two different angles: Using 
an unconditional model (Chen et al., 1986) and a conditional model using lagged values such as Chordia 
and Shivakumar (2002) on an international sample. Contrary to Chordia and Shivakumar (2002) they 
find positive returns from momentum strategies in both expansion and recession periods. In 17 of 22 
markets, they find that momentum profits in developed markets (excluding U.S.) are positive during 
periods of negative GDP growth with a return of 0.59% (t-statistics -6.29). Furthermore, their results 
suggest that momentum profits cannot be explained by the unconditional model and is hard to explain 
with a conditional model outside the U.S. These differences in result from Chordia and Shivakumar 
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(2002) can be the result of omitting a month between portfolio formation and holding periods. The 
correlation across international momentum profits in equities suggests that a common factor may be 
driven the momentum premia. This is further supported by the strong correlation between momentum 
equity profits and momentum profits in government bonds, commodities, and currencies (Asness et al., 
2013).  
 
Other possible risk-based explanations evolve closer around firm-specific models. Johnson (2002) argue 
that an endogenous positive shock to a firm’s stock price creates a momentum effect due to a positive 
relationship between past returns and long-term growth of the firm. This positive relationship is created 
because the shock sends a signal to investors that cash flows prospects have improved, which is translated 
into a higher expected return.  Sagi and Seashols (2007) argues that firms were the market value increases 
faster than revenues create momentum because of higher firm risk.  
 
In their original paper, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) investigates whether the momentum effect can be 
due to differences in betas between the winner and loser portfolio of their 6x6 strategy. They conclude 
that market risk cannot be a driver of momentum returns as the loser portfolio has a higher beta value 
(1.39) than the winner portfolio (1.28). Contrary to this, Dobrynskaya (2015) shows that market risk can 
explain momentum returns because of risk asymmetry in betas between the winner and loser portfolio. 
Instead of looking at differences in beta values on an aggregate level for the winner and loser portfolio, 
Dobrynskaya (2015) differentiates between upside and downside betas. Risk asymmetry is found to 
consist between the two portfolios because stocks with high past returns have higher relative downside 
market betas and lower relative upside market betas than stocks with low past returns. Returns from 
momentum strategies are therefore a compensation for this higher downside risk. This risk asymmetry is 
found in 23 different countries across seven regions and is statistically significant in all 7. The work of 
Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) confirms this as they find a time-varying negative skewness in returns 
leading to severe momentum crashes which should be compensated by a higher risk premium. These 
crashes happen mostly when markets rebound because the short portfolio is exposed to high-beta stocks 
(past losers) and the long portfolio consists of low-beta stocks (past winners). The authors argue that it 
is mostly the short exposure to high-beta stocks that is the main contributor because during a rebound 
following major market declines these stocks reversal effect is the strongest. Empirically they find that 
during these momentum crashes the betas for the loser portfolio can rise above 3. An example provided 
in the paper is from March to May 2009, where the allocation in the loser portfolio resulted in a loss of 
163% while the winner portfolio only gained 8%.  
 
The varying ability of researchers to fully explain momentum returns from a pure risk perspective has 
led some to suggest that the momentum effect is simply data snooping or flawed methodology as 
suggested by Fama (1998). However, the presence of momentum across geographic markets, asset 
classes, different measures and time periods as reviewed in the literature review, suggests that data 
snooping and flawed methodology is highly unlikely to be the driver of momentum returns. 
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2.4.2 Nonrisk-based explanations 
Contrary to risk-based explanations, nonrisk-based explanations have in general received a higher degree 
of recognition despite the fact, that they contradict with traditional financial theory. Nonrisk-based 
explanations for momentum evolves mostly around behavioral theories about how investor underreact 
and overreact to new information. It may sound contradictory that momentum is explained both by 
underreaction and overreaction, but in reality, these two theories can often reinforce each other. 
Underreaction means that investors fail to appropriately adjust the stock price upward to account for the 
change in the fundamental value of the firm, while overreaction is a continued drift in prices above the 
fundamental value.  
 
Rendleman et al. (1982) use a sample consisting of 1,000 firms in the period 1972-1980 to compare 
announced earnings with expected earnings. Based on this difference they sort the stocks into deciles 
according to the magnitude and type of surprise. Initially, there is a correct anticipation up to the earnings 
announcement and a strong reaction on the day of the earnings announcement. However, inconsistent 
with market efficiency, they find evidence of a lagged reaction to earnings announcements, which is 
especially strong among stocks with a large positive or negative surprise in earnings. This underreaction 
leads to a continued drift in prices of 4.3% (-4%) over the 60 days following the announcement day for 
positive (negative) shocks. Bernhard and Thomas (1989), Bernhard et al. (1995) and Chan et al. (1996) 
confirms this underreaction to earnings-related information. Barberis et al. (1998) provides an 
explanation of this initial underreaction based on systematic errors investors make due to their 
psychological behavior. The authors argue that underreaction is driven by conservatism bias. 
Conservatism bias implies that individuals only slowly update their beliefs in the face of new evidence 
(Edwards, 1968). The consequences of conservatism are that investors do not react sufficiently to the 
magnitude of news and therefore create an underreaction. This investor conservatism model has been 
empirical tested and found to correctly predict stock price behavior by Doukas and McKnight (2005) 
with data from 12 different European stock markets. An investor can exploit this by acting on the short 
term pessimism (the delayed reaction) that can exist in the presence of a company’s improved 
fundamentals. 
 
Another possible explanation for underreaction focuses on the disposition effect. The disposition effect 
means that investors have a tendency too realize gains to early and hold on to stocks that trade below the 
initial purchase price too long (Shefrin and Statman, 1985). The consequence of the disposition effect is 
that positive news is not immediately priced into the stock because of premature selling or lack of buying. 
Furthermore, investors tendency to ride losses means that the price does not fall as much as it should on 
negative news. Both Grinblatt and Han (2005) and Frazzini (2006) provides evidence of a relationship 
between the disposition effect and momentum.  
 
To show that momentum can be driven by delayed overreaction, Daniel et al. (1998) introduce a model 
in which investors are overconfident and prone to self-attribution bias. Overconfidence is the tendency 
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for people to overestimate their knowledge, abilities and the precision of their information (Ackert and 
Deaves, 2010). This could be in the form of a better-than-average effect or a miscalibration of the 
precision of their knowledge. Because of overconfidence investors simultaneously weigh their private 
information higher and overestimate the precision of their knowledge which leads to too high stock prices 
with respect to the fundamental value. When new information arrives, that seems to confirm the beliefs 
of the investors, their feeling of overconfidence increases due to self-attribution bias. Self-attribution bias 
means that individuals tend to attribute their success to own abilities, but failures to external factors 
beyond their control (Ackert and Deaves, 2010). The outcome is that prices are pushed further away from 
fundamental value.  
 
Another model of overreaction is one proposed in a study by DeLong et al. (1990) that focuses on 
positive-feedback trading. The model assumes the two types of agents discussed under the section about 
limits to arbitrage: rational investors (i.e. arbitrageurs) and noise traders. Noise traders can pursue a 
positive-feedback strategy where they buy when prices rise and sell when prices fall. Contrary to common 
beliefs about the role of the arbitrageurs in an efficient market, these arbitrageurs early buying or selling 
can, therefore, trigger an effect that leads to the kind of overreaction that can drive momentum. The 
herding effect, another possible explanation for momentum, is closely related to positive-feedback 
trading. When individuals herd, they use the behavior of others as a decision variable for their decisions, 
and this can lead to correlated actions and create an overreaction. Grinblatt et al. (1995) looks at the 
presence of herding among 155 mutual funds and finds that the majority of these mutual funds exhibit 
herding behavior.  
 
2.5 Summary 
The tendency for stocks to continue to perform well if they have performed well in the past 3-12 months 
relative to its peers and vice versa contradict the weak-form of EMH. In an efficient market, abnormal 
returns like these should not be present as it should not be possible to earn a return by looking at past 
prices. However, if the explanations behind momentum are purely risk-driven, then the observed 
momentum effect is a compensation for the higher inherent risk and therefore in line with EMH. Other 
explanations for why a momentum effect can exist is behavioral reasons like under- and overreaction to 
news which arbitrageurs fail to arbitrage away due to limits to arbitrage.  Nonetheless, the presence of a 
momentum effect across geographic markets, asset classes, different measures and time periods suggest 
that momentum is pervasive, robust, and persistent and therefore an important factor in the pricing of 
assets.  
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3. Data and methodology  
This section covers the sources of the data used and the methodology behind the construction of the 
momentum portfolio and factors as well as the statistical methods. 
 
3.1 Factor portfolios 
All data, momentum portfolios as well as all the factors, are retrieved from AQR’s website4. The 
motivation for doing so instead of constructing them is that this thesis investigates the momentum effect 
in 4 different countries and perform regression tests on up to 5 factors (MKT, SMB, HML, BAB, QMJ). 
All the data is associated with academic papers published by AQR, and the data and methodology are 
therefore well explained and considered to be of a high quality. It is considered to be beyond the scope 
of a typical bachelor thesis to do all the data work required to construct these factors. 
 
Data for all four countries include all available common stocks from the XpressFeed Global database. 
All returns are calculated as logarithmic returns, measured in USD (without hedging) and excess returns. 
The excess returns are calculated as returns above the U.S. Treasury bill rate. The market factor (MKT) 
is the value-weighted return on all available stocks. The period covered in this thesis is from January 
1996 to December 2016, if not stated otherwise. The portfolios for each factor follow the methodology 
of Fama and French (1992, 1993 and 1996), Asness and Frazzini (2013) and Asness et al., (2013) and is 
constructed using six value-weighted portfolios. By value-weighting stocks according to market 
capitalization, the influence of extreme returns from small stocks are reduced. The portfolios are 
rebalanced monthly to maintain the value-weighting. At the end of each calendar month, stocks are 
assigned to two size-sorted portfolios based on their market capitalization. The size breakpoint is the 80th 
percentile by country, and any small-cap bias and highly illiquid stocks are therefore avoided. Contrary 
to Fama and French (1992, 1993 and 1996) who uses independent sorts, the sorting follows the 
methodology of Asness and Frazzini (2013) which uses conditional sorts. The portfolios are therefore 
first sorted by size (small and big) and then into three portfolios (30%, 40%, 30%) on the factor in 
question, so-called 2x3 sorts. This sorting on the size and not just the factor mitigates any joint effects 
and factor returns are therefore close to neutral on size (Fama and French, 2015). However, when 
including five factors in the RHS of a regression, there will still be several joint effects in place, but Fama 
and French (2015) finds that 2x3 sorts perform as well as more detailed sorts like 2x2x2x2 for their Five-
Factor Model. 
 
The approach for the momentum portfolios are presented below: 
 
 
 

																																																								
4 https://www.aqr.com 
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3.1.1 Momentum factor 
The momentum factor (Up-minus-Down, UMD) for each country is formed as the return on the two high 
return portfolios (winners) minus the return on the two low return portfolios (losers). 
 

𝑈𝑀𝐷 = 1/2(Small	High + Big	High) − 1/2(Small	Low + Big	Low) 
 
In each portfolio the stocks are chosen according to their past 12-month cumulative return, skipping the 
most recent month.  
 
One shortcoming of this approach is that it does not follow the methodology of Jegadeesh and Titman 
(1993) where stocks are divided into deciles and different formation and holding periods are used. These 
differences in methodology make the results of this thesis harder to compare with similar studies such as 
Rouwenhorst (1998). Another drawback is that only data for the aggregate portfolio is available from 
AQR which limits the degree of deeper analysis. For example, when looking at momentum crash risk, it 
is only possible to look at the aggregate level and not the separate winner and loser portfolios constituting 
the UMD portfolio. 
 
An advantage of using this approach is that the portfolios are well diversified relative to a decile sort 
especially taking into account the relatively small samples due to the number of listed stocks in the 
countries. Fama and French (2012) argues that “diversification enhances regression fits, which increases 
the precision of the intercepts (..)” (Fama and French, 2012 p. 5). They use 5x5 sorts but on much larger 
regional samples compared to the samples used in this thesis.   
 
3.1.2 Size factor 
The size factor (Small-minus-Big, SMB) is the average return on the three small portfolios minus the 
average return on the three big portfolios. SMB is value-adjusted by sorting the portfolios on value and 
hereafter size. Using the above figure, it can be illustrated as below. 
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The breakpoints for size and the value measure (book-to-market) are updated every year at the end of 
June and rebalanced every month to maintain value weights. The formula for the size factor is 
 
𝑆𝑀𝐵 = 1/3(Small	Value + Small	Neutral + Small	Growth) − 1/3(Big	Value	 + Big	Neutral + Big	Growth) 

 
The size effect is referred to as a risk factor because smaller firms are more likely to go bankrupt than 
larger firms during recessions because of financial distress. The small-size effect was first documented 
in 1981 by Banz, which found evidence suggesting that small stocks in the U.S. earned an abnormal 
return of up to 0.4% per month. Studies such as Allaert et al. (2002) and Barry et al. (2001) also found 
similar evidence for the size premium in Europe and emerging markets. However, Dijk (2011) shows 
that the anomaly is not very robust in international equity markets and Brown et al. (1983) find the same 
to be true in the US stock market. Asness et al. (2015) find that the size premium is significant and 
persistent across international equity markets, industries and also across different measures of size if they 
control for a quality factor.  
 
3.1.3 Value factor 
The value factor (High-minus-Low, HML) is constructed by subtracting the average return on the two 
growth portfolios by the average return on the two value. 
 

𝐻𝑀𝐿 = 1/2(Small	Value + Big	Value) − 1/2(Small	Growth + Big	Growth) 
 
The stocks in the sample are divided into either value or growth based on their book-to-market value at 
the fiscal end, which is calculated as the book equity divided by the total market value of equity. The 
book equity data is lagged by six months to reduce look-ahead bias. One difference from Fama and 
French (1992) is that for firms with fiscal year not ending in December, the price at fiscal year-end date 
is used contrary to December prices for all companies as suggested by Fama and French (1992). The 
breakpoints for size and book-to-market values are refreshed every year at the end of June and rebalanced 
every month to maintain value weights.  
 
Fama and French (1996) argues that the value effect should be considered a risk factor as firms with a 
higher book-to-market ratio are fundamentally riskier than those with a lower book-to-market ratio. This 
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view is supported by Liew and Vassalou (2000), who finds that returns from HML portfolios are 
positively related to future growth. Thus, the abnormal returns may simply be due to a greater business 
cycle risk exposure. Petkova and Zhang (2005) supports this view as they find that value stocks have a 
higher beta than growth stocks during recessions. Empirical evidence includes Basu (1977), who found 
that stocks with low price-to-earnings (P/E) ratios outperformed stocks with high P/E ratios. A similar 
effect has been observed with different ratios such as the book-to-market price ((Fama and French, 1992, 
1993), (Lakonishok et al., 1994)) and a cash flow-to-price ratio (Chan et al., 1991). The value premium 
is not just robust across different measures but also across different markets and assets (Asness et al., 
2013). However, there is also evidence against the robustness of the value factor as Ang and Chen (2007) 
find book-to-market ratios to be statistically insignificant pre-1963 and Fama and French (2006) show 
the same in the large-cap segment over the last eighty years.  
 
3.1.4 Quality factor 
The quality factor (Quality-minus-Junk, QMJ) is the average return on the two high-quality portfolios 
minus the average return on the two low-quality portfolios (Asness et al., 2014).  
 

𝑄𝑀𝐽 = 1/2(Small	Quality + Big	Quality) − 1/2(Small	Junk + Big	Junk) 
 
where quality is defined as  
 

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑧(𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ + 𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 + 𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡) 
 
and the z (z-score) in respect to stock (x) is  
 

𝑧(𝑥) = (𝑟 − 𝜇m)/𝜎m 
 
Quality is therefore divided into four sub-categories: profitability, growth, safety, and payout. The CMA 
factor of the Fama-French Five-Factor Model is strongly related to the pay-out ratio and therefore 
indirectly included in the QMJ factor (Asness, 2014). The measures used in QMJ have all been 
documented by different researchers. Novy-Marx (2013) show that high profitability stocks outperform 
low profitability stocks and Mohanram (2005) that growing firms outperform firms with weak growth. 
Furthermore, firms with low leverage have a higher alpha (George and Hwang, 2010) and firms with 
high credit risk tend to underperform (Campbell et al., 2008).  
 
Contrary to the size and value effect, it is harder to argue for the quality effect being due to higher risk. 
Quality stocks should, all else being equal, have a lower risk and therefore also be priced higher, thus 
there exist a quality margin. Asness et al. (2014) show that this quality margin varies over time and is 
not entirely reflected in the price leading to a significant higher risk-adjusted return for high-quality 
stocks than junk stocks. Their sample consists of U.S. stocks from 1956 to 2012 and 24 developed 
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markets from 1986 to 2012. The foundation of this factor is, therefore, more based on empirical findings 
than on economic theory.  
 
3.1.5 Low-risk factor 
The low-risk factor (Betting-against-Beta, BAB) is constructed as the average return of the two low-beta 
portfolios minus the average return of the two high-beta portfolios (Frazzini and Pedersen, 2013). 
 

𝐵𝐴𝐵 =
1
𝛽".

𝑟"pq. − 𝑟r −
1
𝛽"-

(𝑟"pq- − 𝑟r) 

 
The weights of each portfolio are given by 𝛽". and 𝛽"-, respectively. The portfolios are rebalanced every 
month and rescaled to have a beta of one at portfolio formation to retain market neutrality for the factor. 
That is, the low-beta stocks are leveraged, and high-beta stocks are de-leveraged. All stocks included for 
each country is ranked according to their betas, which are estimated from rolling regressions of daily 
excess returns on daily market excess returns. For stock i the estimated beta is given by 

𝛽s"t = 𝜌
𝜎s
𝜎v

 

 
where 𝜎s is the estimated standard deviation for the stock and 𝜎v is the estimated standard deviation for 
the stock market. The standard deviations of both the stock and the market are measured on a 1-year time 
horizon, and 𝜌 is the correlation between these and are measured on a 5-year time horizon. Based on the 
beta, the stock is assigned to either the low or high beta portfolio where the cut-off between the low and 
high portfolio is done on the median for the given country. The individual stocks are then weighted such 
that lower beta stocks in the low-beta portfolio have a larger weight, while higher beta stocks have a 
larger weight in the high-beta portfolio. 
 
A key condition in traditional finance is that assets with a higher risk, measured either as standard 
deviation or beta, should on average, ceteris paribus, have a higher expected return. In fact, this is what 
the CAPM reflects as presented in section 2.2.1. However, empirical evidence suggests the opposite as 
Frazzini and Pedersen (2014) have documented a significantly higher risk-adjusted return on low-beta 
assets than high-beta assets. This is not only consistent across assets but also across countries and time. 
The abnormal return is 0.54% per month with a t-statistic of 6.98 when averaging all the beta factors. 
Instead of beta, Baker et al. (2011) uses volatility as the risk metric and also shows a higher return for 
low-volatility stocks than high-volatility stocks. This is evident in 21 developed countries and 12 
emerging markets. Blitz and van Vliet (2007) confirms this finding. 
 
The nature of the low-risk effect implies that it cannot be attributed to risk. Instead, Asness et al. (2016) 
suggest that it can be due to either leverage constraints or behavioral effects. 
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3.1.6 Combined Nordic factors 
The Nordic factors are formed by weighting each factor described above on a monthly basis according 
to the country's total (lagged) market capitalization. The market capitalization of each market is retrieved 
from AQR's website5. Value-weighted, instead of equal-weighted, is chosen, so the weighting scheme is 
identical to that of the individual factors as well as the MKT factor. This choice may understate the 
returns generated from the Nordic factors as Plyakha et al. (2011) find that equal-weighted portfolios 
generate larger returns and higher Sharpe Ratios than value-weighted portfolios. The distribution of 
market capitalization has on average been 17%, 21%, 19% and 43% for Denmark, Finland, Norway, and 
Sweden, respectively.   
 
3.2 Statistical methods 
Linear regression analysis is performed to test if there exists a significant momentum effect in the 
individual countries and the Nordic region. Two types of regressions are performed:  
 

𝑈𝑀𝐷s" = 𝛼s + 𝛽s&xy𝑀𝐾𝑇" + 𝛽s+&,𝑆𝑀𝐵" + 𝛽s-&.𝐻𝑀𝐿" + 𝑒s" 
 
and 
 

𝑈𝑀𝐷s" = 𝛼s + 𝛽s&xy𝑀𝐾𝑇" + 𝛽s+&,𝑆𝑀𝐵" + 𝛽s-&.𝐻𝑀𝐿" + 𝛽s|2,𝐵𝐴𝐵" + 𝛽s}&~𝑄𝑀𝐽" + 𝑒s" 
 
where 𝑈𝑀𝐷s" is the returns from the momentum factor (dependent variable) for country i, 𝛼s is the 
estimated alpha for country i, 𝛽s� is the beta estimates (factor loadings) for country i related to factor j 
(independent variables) and 𝑒s" represents unexplained firm-specific risk (Bodie et al., 2013). The first 
regression model is essentially the Fama-French Three-Factor Model, while the last is an expansion 
including the BAB and QMJ factors (denoted AQR Factor Model from now on).  
 
In order to test if a significant momentum effect exists, a two-sided t-test is done in relation to the 
parameter 𝛼s where 

𝐻�:	𝛼s = 0	 
𝐻q:	𝛼s ≠ 0 

 
If the intercept is statistically significant from zero measured by the p-value (5% level), then the null-
hypothesis is rejected which is evidence in favor of a momentum effect in country i. A cautious note, it 
can also simply be the result of a misspecified model as proposed by the joint hypothesis problem. That 
is, some factors on the RHS of the regression that explains the LHS (UMD returns) are not included, and 
this is mistakenly interpreted seen as abnormal returns.  
																																																								
5 https://www.aqr.com/library/data-sets/betting-against-beta-equity-factors-monthly 
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The regression tests are performed as OLS regressions with Newey-West (1987) standard errors to 
account for possible autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity in the time-series. Using Newey-West 
standard errors require a definition of a lag period. The choice of lag-period is based on the degree of 
autocorrelation in the data, i.e. how long this correlation between returns persists. The selection of the 
lag period is not well-defined in the econometric literature, but as Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) show 
that momentum (i.e. autocorrelation) is present in stock returns in 12-month periods, this may also be 
considered a good choice of lag period6. When the error terms are correlated the consequence is that the 
OLS estimator is not the Best Linear Unbiased Estimator (BLUE) resulting in invalid t-statistics. A 
formal test for first-order autocorrelation can be done by applying the Durbin Watson Test which reports 
a t-statistic between zero and four where 
 

0−< 2 = 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
2 = 	𝑁𝑜	𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

> 2 − 4 = 	𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 
Heteroscedasticity implies that the variance of the errors terms is non-constant. The presence of 
heteroscedasticity can be formally tested using the Breusch-Pagan Test (Breusch and Pagan, 1979). The 
test is done by regressing the squared residuals on the independent variables and calculating an F-test 
where 

𝐻�:	𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝜇 𝑥s = 𝜎� 
𝐻q:	𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝜇 𝑥s ≠ 𝜎� 

 
A p-value below 5% would indicate a presence of heteroscedasticity as the null-hypothesis would be 
rejected. The consequences of heteroscedasticity are invalid t-statistics due to the OLS estimator not 
being BLUE. However, the unbiasedness and consistency of the regression model are unaffected.  
 
The result of both tests for each regression model is presented in Appendix C7. 
 
 
 
 
	

																																																								
6A sensitivity analysis regarding the lag period used in the Newey-West standard error method is presented in 
Appendix B on the reported results in Table 4.3 and 4.5. 
  
7All statistical analysis is done using RStudio and the code is available in Appendix D. 
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4. Analysis 
This section is divided into two parts. First a presentation and simple performance analysis of the 
momentum returns and then an analysis of the results from the Fama-French Three-Factor and AQR 
Factor Model regressions. Secondly, an analysis of momentum crash risk in the four countries is 
provided. 
 

4.1 Momentum returns – empirical evidence  
In Table 4.1 a summary is presented of the overall performance of each momentum portfolio as well as 
the aggregate Nordic portfolio. Over the sample period, the geometric annualized excess returns range 
between 9.9% and 15.5% which is higher than the market returns for each country. The largest return for 
the UMD factor is found in Denmark and the lowest in Sweden. Similar, the volatility measured by the 
standard deviation for the momentum portfolios in each country, have been lower than for the overall 
markets resulting in higher Sharpe Ratios. Combining the individual momentum portfolios into one 
value-weighted Nordic portfolio yield a diversification effect as the realized annual volatility for this 
portfolio is 16.3%. The results of this diversification effect show in the level of the Sharpe Ratio which 
is 0.87 or about 17% higher than the average Sharpe Ratio across the four countries. 

 
The reason for the diversification effect is that even though the momentum portfolios for each country 
are inter-correlated, they are not perfectly correlated as shown in Table 4.2. The positive correlation 
across countries supports the idea of a common factor driven momentum returns as suggested by Asness 
et al. (2010). 
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In Table 4.3 the result of the Fama-French Three-Factor regressions is shown for the intercepts. For the 
sample covering the whole period in Panel A all the intercepts, which can be interpreted as the monthly 
alpha, are statistically significant with a t-statistic above 2 for all countries. The intercepts are highly 
significant with a confidence level of at least 99%. The monthly alphas range from 1.2% to 1.4%. For 
the combined Nordic portfolio, the monthly alpha is 1.3% with a t-statistic of 5.53 suggesting the 
presence of a very significant momentum effect in the Nordic region after accounting for market risk and 
the size and value effect. As described in the literature review, the momentum effect along with other 
anomalies has a tendency to go in and out of favor in certain time-periods. The sample is therefore divided 
into two subsamples from January 1996 to December 2006 (132 observations) and January 2007 to 
December 2016 (120 observations). The monthly alphas in the first subsample-period in Panel B are all 
statistical significant on a 95% confidence level. Even though the level of significance has fallen for all 
four countries, there is still evidence in favor of rejecting that the intercepts are not significantly different 
from zero. The alpha of 1.2% for the Nordic portfolio is also significant with a t-statistic of 2.64. In the 
second subsample-period in Panel C the picture is relatively the same, but the significance of the alphas 
has increased. With a t-statistic of 6.41 for the 1.4% monthly alpha, there is evidence for the existence 
of a strong momentum effect in the Norwegian stock market. One notable difference is that the t-statistic 
of Finland is 1.48 for this period. Thus, the monthly alpha of 0.6% is not statistically significant from 
zero.  

 
The above suggests that the momentum effect is indeed present in the Nordic region and that the Fama-
French Three-Factor asset pricing model is not capable of explaining this effect. In Table 4.4 the annual 
alphas for the UMD factors, betas, and related t-statistics as well as the annualized means for the three 
factors are shown along with a graphical decomposition of the factor returns. The contribution of each 
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factor to the UMD returns are calculated as the factor beta times the factor risk premium. Due to the 
negative MKT betas across countries and for the Nordic region, the UMD returns have had a negative 
exposure to the market returns. However, this negative exposure to MKT is only significant for Norway, 
Sweden and the combined Nordic with a t-statistic above 2. This is not surprising as the UMD factor, as 
well as the others, are constructed to be relatively market neutral. The contribution of the size effect 
(SMB) and value effect (HML) are non-existing, and none of the betas for HML across countries are 
statistically significant.  
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The results of the AQR Factor Model regressions were the low-beta, and quality factor is added are 
presented in Table 4.5. From the intercepts in Panel A, it is evident that the addition of these two factors 
have an adverse impact on the monthly alphas as they all fall relative to the Three-Factor regressions. 
The intercepts range from 1.0% to 0.2%. For Denmark, Finland and Norway the intercepts are still 
significantly different from zero with t-statistics of 3.54, 2.20 and 2.61, respectively, suggesting the 
presence of a momentum effect. This momentum effect is not, however, present in the Nordic as the 
intercept of 0.3% has a t-statistic of 1.09. The reason why the combined Nordic UMD factor is non-
significant can be due to the large weight of Sweden in the factor because of a large market capitalization 
(on average 43%). The momentum effect in Sweden is not significant (t-statistic 0.44) and therefore has 
a relatively large impact on the result in the Nordic UMD factor too. Looking at the first subsample in 
Panel B the only significant intercept (0.6%) is for Denmark with a t-statistic of 2.05. However, this t-
statistic is so close to the breakpoint of 1.96 for a confidence level of 95% that it is subject to statistical 
noise. Changing the Newey-West lag-period to 10 instead of 12 makes the intercept non-significant (t-
statistic 1.92). None of the countries, therefore, exhibits evidence of a momentum effect from 1996-2006 
which also translates into a non-significant momentum effect for the Nordic region as a whole. In Panel 
C the subsample from 2007-2016 is presented. The monthly alphas range from 1.1% to 0.2%, but only 
the intercepts for Denmark and Norway are significantly different from zero. The UMD factor during 
this period for Norway has been highly significant (t-statistic 3.72) with a confidence interval of 99.9% 
which is in line with the high t-statistic found in the Three-Factor regression for the same time-period. 
This suggests that the overall significance during the full period for the UMD factor in Norway may have 
been driven solely by the last time period. Especially the large deviation in significance of the alphas for 
Norway suggest that the momentum effect is time-varying and therefore can disappear during longer 
periods. 
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In Table 4.6 (next page) the decomposition of the UMD returns is presented for the AQR Factor Model 
regressions. As with the Three-Factor regressions the UMD returns for each country and the Nordic 
region as a whole have a negative, but insignificant, exposure to the MKT factor. Both Denmark and 
Norway have a significant exposure to SMB, however, for Denmark, this is a positive exposure and for 
Norway a negative exposure. This exposure is never the less very small (Denmark: 0.8%, Norway: -
0.29%)8 and only contributes a fraction to the overall UMD returns. As in the regressions for the Three-
Factor Model, the HML does not have a significant contribution for any of the countries or the Nordic 
UMD. This means that the falling monthly alphas across countries only can be due to a greater 
explanatory power of either the BAB and QMJ factor or a combination. All countries have a positive 
exposure to BAB between 0.22 and 0.28, and the Nordic UMD have a beta exposure of 0.33. Due to the 
positive excess returns for the BAB factor, in general, the contribution to the UMD returns has been 
positive. The contributions are as follow (t-statistics included in brackets): Denmark 2.07% (4.55), 
Finland 3.94% (3.50), Norway 3.55% (3.24), Sweden 4.61% (2.29) and Nordic region 5.19% (2.45). For 
the QMJ factor, the only insignificant beta is in Finland with a t-statistic of 0.92. All other countries, as 
well as the Nordic region, have a significant positive beta ranging from 0.34 to 0.79, where Denmark has 
the lowest and the Nordic region the largest exposure. The QMJ factor also has positive excess returns 
meaning that it can explain some of the UMD returns. The contributions are as follow for the significant 
betas (t-statistics included in brackets): Denmark 2.82% (2.97), Norway 3.02% (3.24), Sweden 6.17% 
(3.59) and Nordic region 5.66% (3.61).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
8	𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝐷𝐾)	𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 ∗ 	𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝐷𝐾)	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 = −0.30 ∗ 	−2.66%  
			𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑁𝑂)	𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 ∗ 	𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑁𝑂)	𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘	𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 = −0.37 ∗ 	0.79% 
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4.2 Momentum crash risk 
One risk-based explanation for the momentum effect is momentum crash risk as suggested by Daniel and 
Moskowitz (2016). Momentum crashes happen due to a time-varying negative skewness in returns during 
rebounds that follows major market declines. Abnormal momentum returns can therefore simply be 
compensation for this crash risk. If one would expect crash risk to be dominant in momentum returns, 
then the distribution of the UMD returns should exhibit positive kurtosis (above 3) and negative 
skewness. This would imply a fat left tail in the return distribution meaning that large negative returns 
happen with a higher probability than what could be predicted from a normal distribution of returns. 
Kurtosis can be viewed as the degree of outliers relative to a normal distribution and skewness refers to 
a possible asymmetry in the distribution of the returns.  
 
The degree of overall crash risk in the UMD returns can be assessed by comparing the kurtosis and 
skewness relative to the MKT returns as a benchmark. In Table 4.7 the kurtosis and skewness are reported 
for the UMD and MKT returns for each country and the Nordic portfolio. The results suggest that kurtosis 
is present in UMD returns relative to MKT (except Norway), while the picture for skewness is more 
mixed. Not only are the negative skewness of the UMD returns in some countries lower than the MKT 
returns, but the UMD returns for Finland have a positive skewness. On an absolute basis, however, there 
seems to be some degree of evidence of momentum crash risk in all countries except Finland. 

 
Daniel and Moskowitz (2016) finds that the degree of crash risk, and therefore positive kurtosis and 
negative skewness, is time-varying and not a general phenomenon in momentum returns per se. This 
crash risk is especially present following major market declines when market rapidly rebounds. In Table 
4.8 the ten worst months in relation to UMD portfolio returns are presented in ascending order for each 
country along with the mean for these. Also reported is the return in the same month for the MKT factor 
and the average return for all ten months. If the returns exhibit a high degree of crash risk in these 
situations, then the average return for all ten months of the UMD returns should be lower than the one 
observed for the MKT returns. In all four countries, the mean return for the MKT factor is positive 
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compared to the negative mean return for the UMD portfolios. The biggest differences in mean returns 
are in Sweden with 28.0%, Finland with 23.1%, Norway with 20.7% and Denmark with 15.2%. The 
biggest monthly difference is also found in Sweden, where the momentum return in April 2009 was -
24.4% compared to a market return of 25.3% yielding a difference of 49.7 percentage points.  
This suggests that there exists some momentum crash risk in these countries.  
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Another sign of crash risk can be the size of the drawdowns incurred. In Table 4.9 the largest drawdowns 
for each factor is presented, where the largest drawdown is defined as the maximum loss from a peak to 
a through. All maximum drawdowns for the individual countries and the Nordic portfolio for UMD are 
below the one of the MKT factors. In fact, the UMD maximum drawdown is either the lowest or second 
lowest except for Sweden where it is the third lowest across all the factors. So relative to the other factors 
in the sample, momentum does not exhibit a large crash risk measured on maximum drawdown. An 
underlying assumption here is that investors value a 1% drop equally across the stock markets, which is 
found to be a realistic assumption. 

 
The findings above suggest that momentum crash risk is present in the momentum returns to some 
degree.  
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5. Discussion 
In section 4, an empirical study of the momentum effect in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden was 
presented along with a test of momentum crash risk. This section seeks to perspective further on these 
findings. 
 
The findings in the empirical study suggest that a significant momentum effect is present in all four 
countries and the Nordic region as a whole when using Fama-Frenchs Three-Factor Model. This is a 
difference compared to Rouwenhorst (1998), who found that a significant momentum effect was not 
present in Sweden when accounting only for market risk and a size effect. Both the annualized geometric 
returns and the Sharpe Ratios are higher than the market returns for the four countries. In a perfectly 
efficient market, these significant abnormal returns should only be possible if the returns from a 
momentum effect was a compensation for some inherent risk associated with the momentum stocks. 
However, as mentioned, this kind of empirical tests based on an asset pricing model is subject to the joint 
hypothesis problem. This means that either the significant momentum effect found in the four countries 
are prove of market inefficiency or the Three-Factor Model is simply inadequately. The view that the 
Three-Factor Model may not be the best equilibrium model to explain the momentum effect is supported 
by the results from the AQR Factor Model regressions. When introducing the BAB and QMJ factor the 
significant alpha for every country diminishes. The decomposition of the five factors provided in Table 
4.6 shows that the lack of a momentum effect in Sweden and the Nordic region is due to the BAB and 
QMJ factor. This question the pervasiveness of a momentum effect when it is not present in the Nordic 
on an aggregate level. However as mentioned, this may be due to the choice of value-weighting the 
individual country factors according to market capitalization when forming the Nordic factors. In 
Denmark, Finland, and Norway the exposure to quality low-beta stocks contributes a significant amount 
to the overall UMD returns but is still unable to explain the significant. The finding of a significant 
momentum effect in Denmark and Norway is in line with Rouwenhorst (1998), and this out-of-sample 
test, therefore, provides robustness to the original result even under the scrutiny of an asset pricing model 
that includes more explanatory variables.  
 
One interesting thing is the stability of the monthly alphas across the two subsamples using both 
regression tests, where only Finland stands out with a large drop of 1 percentage point. This stability is 
especially evident in the value-weighted Nordic portfolio. The in and out of favor affect regarding 
anomalies refers to the sudden disappearing of factor returns in a longer period compared to previous 
periods. However, evidence across these four countries and the chosen time periods for the subsamples 
does not reveal a pattern of disappearing returns relative to the factors accounted for, but more a 
difference in the significance of these relative returns. This difference can be a product of the countries 
or time periods chosen or statistical noise. However, there may still be positive returns doing the 
insignificant periods but there is no evidence pointing towards this being due to a momentum effect. The 
presence of an in and out of favor effect or not, the regression tests on the subsamples suggests that 
harvesting profits from a momentum effect require patience adding to its long-term pervasiveness. 
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Furthermore, in an EMH argument this may mean that even though it is possible to generate abnormal 
returns exploiting the momentum effect, it is not a free lunch. If investing according to momentum was 
a free lunch or risk-less, then rational investors would do it, and the significant alpha would disappear.  
 
Extending on this argument is the evidence of some degree of momentum crash risk in all of the countries 
when measuring it as the difference in mean return between the worst month for the UMD portfolios and 
the return for the MKT factor the same month. The findings suggest that momentum crash risk is present, 
which can provide an explanation for why the momentum effect is not arbitraged away. Harvesting 
returns from a momentum effect is not a free lunch and arbitrageurs will be subject to this crash risk 
shunning them away from exploiting the investment possibilities. Investors can, therefore, earn an 
abnormal return by taking on more risk, which is in favor of the EMH. However, the lack of negative 
skewness compared to the overall market and also smaller drawdowns suggest that momentum crash risk 
may not be the only driver of the significant momentum effect. A peculiarity is that the worst crash risk 
is present in Sweden, where a significant momentum effect was not present using the AQR Factor Model. 
This crash risk is therefore not compensated by a higher realized expected return. In fact, the ranking of 
crash risk (from highest to lowest crash risk) is the complete opposite compared to the intercepts and the 
significance of these. The highest monthly alpha was 1.0% (t-statistic 3.54) in Denmark, but it has the 
lowest crash risk. From there the ranking is Norway with 0.9% (t-statistic 2.61), Finland with 0.8% (t-
statistic 2.20) and then Sweden with 0.2% (t-statistic 0.44). The argument also holds when looking at 
annualized returns as the ranking from highest to lowest return is the same. However, this is an ex-post 
reflection where investors today instead will assess the probability of momentum crash risk in the future 
based on their expectations going forward.  
 
One problem in empirical finance is that empirical findings are subject to the methodology used. Related 
to this thesis this can, for example, be the choice of portfolio construction (2x3 sorting versus a decile 
sorting) or the choice of using a common currency instead of the local currency. The choice of using a 
portfolio based on the 2x3 sorting, which goes long the 30% best momentum stocks and short the 30% 
worst momentum stocks, may not be the proper way to isolate a momentum effect and could maybe 
overstate the returns associated with the effect. On an intuitive level, however, one would think that if 
the momentum effect delivers significant abnormal returns, then a decile sorting should have a higher 
average return compared to the 2x3 sorting. The reason is that a decile sorting has a higher concentration 
of stocks in both extreme ends of the momentum ranking and therefore goes long better and short worse 
momentum stocks relative to the 2x3 sorting. However, a decile sorting would also be subject to higher 
momentum crash risk as it would be long (short) the stocks with the lowest (highest) beta during market 
rebounds and therefore potentially suffer more than a 2x3 sorting. Beside the lower portfolio 
concentration of the 2x3 sorting, the sorting on size before momentum also limits the chance of small 
stocks driving the momentum effect because the UMD portfolios are approximately size-neutral.  
 
When calculations are done on the basis of returns denoted in a common currency (USD) compared to 
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the local currency for the country, there is a risk of confounding currency fluctuations with a momentum 
effect. The choice of not converting the returns to local currency is mainly inspired by Rouwenhorst 
(1998), who uses a common currency. Furthermore, Chan et al. (2000) find that the influence of exchange 
rate dynamics is non-existent when they examine the momentum effect in an international perspective. 
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6. Conclusion 
The objective of this thesis was to examine whether there is empirical evidence of cross-sectional price 
momentum in the Nordics in the period from 1996 to 2016. This objective was inspired by Rouwenhorst 
(1998) who examine a momentum effect in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden and find significant 
momentum in Denmark and Norway in the period 1978 to 1995.  
 
The study finds that a combined value-weighted momentum portfolio for the Nordic region consisting 
of Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden have yielded an annualized return of 14.21% and a Sharpe 
Ratio of 0.87 in the period 1996 to 2016. This is considerably above the market return for the same 
period. These returns are unexplained by the risk-factors included in the Fama-French Three-Factor 
Model for each country as well as the combined Nordic. When extending the factor model to include a 
low-beta and quality factor the abnormal return for the Nordic portfolio becomes insignificant. This is 
also true for Sweden but momentum returns in Denmark, Finland and Norway remains significant. Thus, 
a momentum effect is present which underpins the findings of Rouwenhorst (1998). This contradicts with 
the weak-form of the Efficient Market Hypothesis were abnormal returns generated from simple price 
information should not be possible.  
 
Explanations for the momentum effect have been a puzzle for researchers as no single explanation seems 
to explain all of the momentum returns. Explanations are divided into risk-based, and nonrisk-based, 
where the former is a defense of the Efficient Market Hypothesis and the latter, contradicts it. The risk-
based explanations covered in this thesis include macroeconomic risk, firm-specific risk, and asymmetry 
in betas. The nonrisk-based explanations departures from a behavioral theme, which suggests that 
investors face certain psychological traps resulting in incorrect action to information. The main 
behavioral explanations are either an underreaction or overreaction to information. Momentum crash risk 
is considered and tested in this thesis and provides mixed results. Using simple measures like skewness 
and kurtosis does not reveal a clear picture of overall crash risk in momentum returns for the countries 
compared to the value-weighted market return. By looking at the ten largest monthly momentum losses 
and the corresponding return for the market during the same months, there is evidence of time-varying 
crash risk which happens during market rebounds after major declines. However, the crash risk is largest 
in Sweden, where insignificant momentum returns are found, and lowest in Denmark where the highest 
significant momentum return is found suggesting that momentum crash risk is not appropriately priced 
in an ex-post reflection. Momentum crash risk is, therefore, unable to fully explain the momentum returns 
but may provide some evidence for why a significant momentum effect is not arbitraged away. The 
dataset is divided into two subsamples in order to look for time-variety in the momentum effect. The 
variation in the significance of the momentum returns across subsamples suggests that the momentum 
effect exhibits a time-varying component which contributes to the answer of why the momentum effect 
is not arbitraged away. An example of this in and out of favor effect is the period from 1996 to 2006, 
where none of the countries exhibit a significant momentum effect. In some periods the market may 
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therefore either be more efficient in pricing assets or the risk associated with momentum returns changes. 
 
Harvesting the returns associated with the significant momentum effect discovered in this thesis and 
uncovering more reasons for its existence is an interesting subject for future research.    
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Appendix D: R code 
 
#REQUIRED PACKAGES# 
library(readxl) 
library(sandwich) 
library(lmtest) 
library(PerformanceAnalytics) 
 
#IMPORT DATA FROM EXCEL# 
Factors <- read_excel("Factors.xlsx", sheet = 1, col_names = TRUE, col_types = NULL, na = "", skip = 0) 
FactorsTP1 <- read_excel("Factors1996_2006.xlsx", sheet = 1, col_names = TRUE, col_types = NULL, na = 
"", skip = 0) 
FactorsTP2 <- read_excel("Factors2007_2016.xlsx", sheet = 1, col_names = TRUE, col_types = NULL, na = 
"", skip = 0) 
FactorsNordic <- read_excel("FactorsNordic.xlsx", sheet = 1, col_names = TRUE, col_types = NULL, na = 
"", skip = 0) 
FactorsNordicTP1 <- read_excel("FactorsNordic1996_2006.xlsx", sheet = 1, col_names = TRUE, col_types = 
NULL, na = "", skip = 0) 
FactorsNordicTP2 <- read_excel("FactorsNordic2007_2016.xlsx", sheet = 1, col_names = TRUE, col_types = 
NULL, na = "", skip = 0) 
 
#CONVERT UMDi and MKTi TO TIME-SERIES# 
tsUMD.DK<-ts(Factors$UMD.DK) 
tsUMD.FIN<-ts(Factors$UMD.FIN) 
tsUMD.NO<-ts(Factors$UMD.NO) 
tsUMD.SE<-ts(Factors$UMD.SE) 
tsUMD.NORDIC<-ts(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC) 
 
tsMKT.DK<-ts(Factors$MKT.DK) 
tsMKT.FIN<-ts(Factors$MKT.FIN) 
tsMKT.NO<-ts(Factors$MKT.NO) 
tsMKT.SE<-ts(Factors$MKT.SE) 
tsMKT.NORDIC<-ts(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC) 
 
#CALCULATE MEAN RETURNS AND RETURNS# 
  #DENMARK# 
  mean(Factors$UMD.DK)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$MKT.DK)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$SMB.DK)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$HML.DK)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$BAB.DK)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$QMJ.DK)*12*100 
 
  Return.annualized(Factors$UMD.DK, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$MKT.DK, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$SMB.DK, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$HML.DK, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$BAB.DK, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$QMJ.DK, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
   
  #FINLAND# 
  mean(Factors$UMD.FIN)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$MKT.FIN)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$SMB.FIN)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$HML.FIN)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$BAB.FIN)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$QMJ.FIN)*12*100 
 
  Return.annualized(Factors$UMD.FIN, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$MKT.FIN, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$SMB.FIN, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$HML.FIN, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$BAB.FIN, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$QMJ.FIN, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
   
  #NORWAY# 
  mean(Factors$UMD.NO)*12*100 
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  mean(Factors$MKT.NO)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$SMB.NO)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$HML.NO)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$BAB.NO)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$QMJ.NO)*12*100 
 
  Return.annualized(Factors$UMD.NO, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$MKT.NO, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$SMB.NO, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$HML.NO, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$BAB.NO, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$QMJ.NO, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
   
  #SWEDEN# 
  mean(Factors$UMD.SE)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$MKT.SE)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$SMB.SE)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$HML.SE)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$BAB.SE)*12*100 
  mean(Factors$QMJ.SE)*12*100 
 
  Return.annualized(Factors$UMD.SE, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$MKT.SE, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(Factors$SMB.SE, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$HML.SE, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$BAB.SE, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(Factors$QMJ.SE, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
 
  #NORDIC# 
  mean(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC)*12*100 
  mean(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC)*12*100 
  mean(FactorsNordic$SMB.NORDIC)*12*100 
  mean(FactorsNordic$HML.NORDIC)*12*100 
  mean(FactorsNordic$BAB.NORDIC)*12*100 
  mean(FactorsNordic$QMJ.NORDIC)*12*100 
   
  Return.annualized(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE)*100 
  Return.annualized(FactorsNordic$SMB.NORDIC, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(FactorsNordic$HML.NORDIC, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(FactorsNordic$BAB.NORDIC, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
  Return.annualized(FactorsNordic$QMJ.NORDIC, scale = 12, geometric = TRUE) 
 
#CALCULATE VOLATILITY# 
VOLUMD.DK<-StdDev(Factors$UMD.DK) 
VOLUMD.DK*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLMKT.DK<-StdDev(Factors$MKT.DK) 
VOLMKT.DK*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLUMD.FIN<-StdDev(Factors$UMD.FIN) 
VOLUMD.FIN*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLMKT.FIN<-StdDev(Factors$MKT.FIN) 
VOLMKT.FIN*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLUMD.NO<-StdDev(Factors$UMD.NO) 
VOLUMD.NO*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLMKT.NO<-StdDev(Factors$MKT.NO) 
VOLMKT.NO*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLUMD.SE<-StdDev(Factors$UMD.SE) 
VOLUMD.SE*sqrt(12) 
 
VOLUMD.NORDIC<-StdDev(tsUMD.NORDIC) 
VOLUMD.NORDIC*sqrt(12) 
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#CALCULATE SHARPE RATIO# 
SPUMD.DK <- SharpeRatio(tsUMD.DK) 
SPUMD.DK*sqrt(12) 
 
SPUMD.FIN <- SharpeRatio(tsUMD.FIN) 
SPUMD.FIN*sqrt(12) 
 
SPUMD.NO <- SharpeRatio(tsUMD.NO) 
SPUMD.NO*sqrt(12) 
 
SPUMD.SE <- SharpeRatio(tsUMD.SE) 
SPUMD.SE*sqrt(12) 
 
SPUMD.NORDIC <- SharpeRatio(tsUMD.NORDIC) 
SPUMD.NORDIC*sqrt(12) 
 
#CALCULATE CORRELATION# 
cor(Factors$UMD.DK,Factors$UMD.FIN) 
cor(Factors$UMD.DK,Factors$UMD.NO) 
cor(Factors$UMD.DK,Factors$UMD.SE) 
cor(Factors$UMD.FIN,Factors$UMD.NO) 
cor(Factors$UMD.FIN,Factors$UMD.SE) 
cor(Factors$UMD.NO,Factors$UMD.SE) 
 
##########REGRESSION Three-Factor FULL PERIOD########## 
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor DK# 
  FDK<-lm(Factors$UMD.DK~Factors$MKT.DK+Factors$SMB.DK+Factors$HML.DK) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=12)) 
  summary(FDK) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0142361)^12-1 
    (0.0142361*12) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor FIN# 
  FFIN<-lm(Factors$UMD.FIN~Factors$MKT.FIN+Factors$SMB.FIN+Factors$HML.FIN) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=12)) 
  summary(FFIN) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0122706)^12-1 
    (0.0122706*12)*100 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor NO# 
  FNO<-lm(Factors$UMD.NO~Factors$MKT.NO+Factors$SMB.NO+Factors$HML.NO) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=12)) 
  summary(FNO) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0155426)^12-1 
    (0.0155426*12)*100 
 
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor SE# 
  FSE<-lm(Factors$UMD.SE~Factors$MKT.SE+Factors$SMB.SE+Factors$HML.SE) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=12)) 
  summary(FSE) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0115378)^12-1 
    (0.0115378*12)*100 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor NORDIC# 
  FNORDIC<-
lm(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC~FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC+FactorsNordic$SMB.NORDIC+FactorsNordic$HML.NORDIC) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=12)) 
  summary(FNORDIC) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
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    (1+0.0131300)^12-1 
    (0.0131300*12)*100 
   
##########REGRESSION Three-Factor 1996-2006########## 
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor DK# 
  FDKTP1<-lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.DK~FactorsTP1$MKT.DK+FactorsTP1$SMB.DK+FactorsTP1$HML.DK) 
  coeftest(FDKTP1, NeweyWest(FDKTP1, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor FIN# 
  FFINTP1<-lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.FIN~FactorsTP1$MKT.FIN+FactorsTP1$SMB.FIN+FactorsTP1$HML.FIN) 
  coeftest(FFINTP1, NeweyWest(FFINTP1, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor NO# 
  FNOTP1<-lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.NO~FactorsTP1$MKT.NO+FactorsTP1$SMB.NO+FactorsTP1$HML.NO) 
  coeftest(FNOTP1, NeweyWest(FNOTP1, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor SE# 
  FSETP1<-lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.SE~FactorsTP1$MKT.SE+FactorsTP1$SMB.SE+FactorsTP1$HML.SE) 
  coeftest(FSETP1, NeweyWest(FSETP1, lag=12))   
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor NORDIC# 
  FNORDICTP1 <-
lm(FactorsNordicTP1$UMD.NORDIC~FactorsNordicTP1$MKT.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP1$SMB.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP1
$HML.NORDIC) 
  coeftest(FNORDICTP1, NeweyWest(FNORDICTP1, lag=12)) 
   
##########REGRESSION Three-Factor 2007-2016########## 
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor DK# 
  FDKTP2<-lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.DK~FactorsTP2$MKT.DK+FactorsTP2$SMB.DK+FactorsTP2$HML.DK) 
  coeftest(FDKTP2, NeweyWest(FDKTP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor FIN# 
  FFINTP2<-lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.FIN~FactorsTP2$MKT.FIN+FactorsTP2$SMB.FIN+FactorsTP2$HML.FIN) 
  coeftest(FFINTP2, NeweyWest(FFINTP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor NO# 
  FNOTP2<-lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.NO~FactorsTP2$MKT.NO+FactorsTP2$SMB.NO+FactorsTP2$HML.NO) 
  coeftest(FNOTP2, NeweyWest(FNOTP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor SE# 
  FSETP2<-lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.SE~FactorsTP2$MKT.SE+FactorsTP2$SMB.SE+FactorsTP2$HML.SE) 
  coeftest(FSETP2, NeweyWest(FSETP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION Three-Factor NORDIC# 
  FNORDICTP2 <-
lm(FactorsNordicTP2$UMD.NORDIC~FactorsNordicTP2$MKT.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP2$SMB.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP2
$HML.NORDIC) 
  coeftest(FNORDICTP2, NeweyWest(FNORDICTP2, lag=12)) 
 
##########REGRESSION AQR FACTOR MODEL FULL PERIOD########## 
  #REGRESSION AQR DK# 
  FFDK<-lm(Factors$UMD.DK~Factors$MKT.DK+Factors$SMB.DK+Factors$HML.DK+Factors$BAB.DK+Factors$QMJ.DK) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=12)) 
  summary(FFDK) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0096102)^12-1 
    (0.0096102*12)*100 
 
  #REGRESSION AQR FIN# 
  FFFIN<-
lm(Factors$UMD.FIN~Factors$MKT.FIN+Factors$SMB.FIN+Factors$HML.FIN+Factors$BAB.FIN+Factors$QMJ.FIN) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=12)) 
  summary(FFFIN) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0084686)^12-1 
    (0.0084686*12)*100 
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  #REGRESSION AQR NO# 
  FFNO<-lm(Factors$UMD.NO~Factors$MKT.NO+Factors$SMB.NO+Factors$HML.NO+Factors$BAB.NO+Factors$QMJ.NO) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=12)) 
  summary(FFNO) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0090626)^12-1 
    (0.0090626*12)*100 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR SE# 
  FFSE<-lm(Factors$UMD.SE~Factors$MKT.SE+Factors$SMB.SE+Factors$HML.SE+Factors$BAB.SE+Factors$QMJ.SE) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=12)) 
  summary(FFSE) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0015463)^12-1 
    (0.0015463*12)*100 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR NORDIC# 
  FFNORDIC<-
lm(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC~FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC+FactorsNordic$SMB.NORDIC+FactorsNordic$HML.NORDIC+
FactorsNordic$BAB.NORDIC+FactorsNordic$QMJ.NORDIC) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=12)) 
  summary(FFNORDIC) 
   
    #ALPHA ANNUALIZED# 
    (1+0.0030140)^12-1 
    (0.0030140*12)*100 
 
  ##########REGRESSION AQR FACTOR MODEL 1996-2006##########  
  #REGRESSION AQR DK# 
  FFDKTP1<-
lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.DK~FactorsTP1$MKT.DK+FactorsTP1$SMB.DK+FactorsTP1$HML.DK+FactorsTP1$BAB.DK+FactorsTP1
$QMJ.DK) 
  coeftest(FFDKTP1, NeweyWest(FFDKTP1, lag=10)) 
  summary(FFDKTP1) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR FIN# 
  FFFINTP1<-
lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.FIN~FactorsTP1$MKT.FIN+FactorsTP1$SMB.FIN+FactorsTP1$HML.FIN+FactorsTP1$BAB.FIN+Facto
rsTP1$QMJ.FIN) 
  coeftest(FFFINTP1, NeweyWest(FFFINTP1, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR NO# 
  FFNOTP1<-
lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.NO~FactorsTP1$MKT.NO+FactorsTP1$SMB.NO+FactorsTP1$HML.NO+FactorsTP1$BAB.NO+FactorsTP1
$QMJ.NO) 
  coeftest(FFNOTP1, NeweyWest(FFNOTP1, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR SE# 
  FFSETP1<-
lm(FactorsTP1$UMD.SE~FactorsTP1$MKT.SE+FactorsTP1$SMB.SE+FactorsTP1$HML.SE+FactorsTP1$BAB.SE+FactorsTP1
$QMJ.SE) 
  coeftest(FFSETP1, NeweyWest(FFSETP1, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR NORDIC# 
  FFNORDICTP1<-
lm(FactorsNordicTP1$UMD.NORDIC~FactorsNordicTP1$MKT.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP1$SMB.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP1
$HML.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP1$BAB.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP1$QMJ.NORDIC) 
  coeftest(FFNORDICTP1, NeweyWest(FFNORDICTP1, lag=12)) 
   
##########REGRESSION AQR FACTOR MODEL 2007-2016##########   
  #REGRESSION AQR DK# 
  FFDKTP2<-
lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.DK~FactorsTP2$MKT.DK+FactorsTP2$SMB.DK+FactorsTP2$HML.DK+FactorsTP2$BAB.DK+FactorsTP2
$QMJ.DK) 
  coeftest(FFDKTP2, NeweyWest(FFDKTP2, lag=12)) 
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  #REGRESSION AQR FIN# 
  FFFINTP2<-
lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.FIN~FactorsTP2$MKT.FIN+FactorsTP2$SMB.FIN+FactorsTP2$HML.FIN+FactorsTP2$BAB.FIN+Facto
rsTP2$QMJ.FIN) 
  coeftest(FFFINTP2, NeweyWest(FFFINTP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR NO# 
  FFNOTP2<-
lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.NO~FactorsTP2$MKT.NO+FactorsTP2$SMB.NO+FactorsTP2$HML.NO+FactorsTP2$BAB.NO+FactorsTP2
$QMJ.NO) 
  coeftest(FFNOTP2, NeweyWest(FFNOTP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR SE# 
  FFSETP2<-
lm(FactorsTP2$UMD.SE~FactorsTP2$MKT.SE+FactorsTP2$SMB.SE+FactorsTP2$HML.SE+FactorsTP2$BAB.SE+FactorsTP2
$QMJ.SE) 
  coeftest(FFSETP2, NeweyWest(FFSETP2, lag=12)) 
   
  #REGRESSION AQR NORDIC# 
  FFNORDICTP2<-
lm(FactorsNordicTP2$UMD.NORDIC~FactorsNordicTP2$MKT.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP2$SMB.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP2
$HML.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP2$BAB.NORDIC+FactorsNordicTP2$QMJ.NORDIC) 
  coeftest(FFNORDICTP2, NeweyWest(FFNORDICTP2, lag=12)) 
   
##########DURBIN WATSON (AUTOCORRELATION) FULL-PERIOD SAMPLE########## 
  dwtest(FDK) 
  dwtest(FFIN) 
  dwtest(FNO) 
  dwtest(FSE) 
  dwtest(FNORDIC) 
  
  dwtest(FFDK) 
  dwtest(FFFIN) 
  dwtest(FFNO) 
  dwtest(FFSE) 
  dwtest(FFNORDIC) 
   
##########BREUSCH PAGAN (HETEROSCEDASTICITY) FULL-PERIOD SAMPLE########## 
  bptest(FDK) 
  bptest(FFIN) 
  bptest(FNO) 
  bptest(FSE) 
  bptest(FNORDIC) 
   
  bptest(FFDK) 
  bptest(FFFIN) 
  bptest(FFNO) 
  bptest(FFSE) 
  bptest(FFNORDIC) 
   
##########LAG-PERIOD SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (NEWEY-WEST)########## 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FDK, NeweyWest(FDK, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=15)) 
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  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FFIN, NeweyWest(FFIN, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FNO, NeweyWest(FNO, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FSE, NeweyWest(FSE, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FNORDIC, NeweyWest(FNORDIC, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FFDK, NeweyWest(FFDK, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FFFIN, NeweyWest(FFFIN, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=25)) 
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  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FFNO, NeweyWest(FFNO, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FFSE, NeweyWest(FFSE, lag=40)) 
   
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=1)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=5)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=10)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=12)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=15)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=20)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=25)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=30)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=35)) 
  coeftest(FFNORDIC, NeweyWest(FFNORDIC, lag=40)) 
 
#######MOMENTUM CRASH RISK####### 
  #######KURTOSIS FOR EACH COUNTRY UMD VS MKT####### 
  kurtosis(Factors$UMD.DK, method = "sample") 
  kurtosis(Factors$MKT.DK, method = "sample") 
   
  kurtosis(Factors$UMD.FIN, method = "sample") 
  kurtosis(Factors$MKT.FIN, method = "sample") 
   
  kurtosis(Factors$UMD.NO, method = "sample") 
  kurtosis(Factors$MKT.NO, method = "sample") 
   
  kurtosis(Factors$UMD.SE, method = "sample") 
  kurtosis(Factors$MKT.SE, method = "sample") 
   
  kurtosis(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC, method = "sample") 
  kurtosis(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC, method = "sample") 
   
  #######SKEWNESS FOR EACH COUNTRY UMD VS MKT####### 
  SkewUMDDK<-skewness(Factors$UMD.DK, method = "moment") 
  SkewMKTDK<-skewness(Factors$MKT.DK, method = "moment") 
 
  SkewUMDFIN<-skewness(Factors$UMD.FIN, method = "moment") 
  SkewMKTFIN<-skewness(Factors$MKT.FIN, method = "moment") 
   
  SkewUMDNO<-skewness(Factors$UMD.NO, method = "moment") 
  SkewMKTNO<-skewness(Factors$MKT.NO, method = "moment") 
 
  SkewUMDSE<-skewness(Factors$UMD.SE, method = "moment") 
  SkewMKTSE<-skewness(Factors$MKT.SE, method = "moment") 
   
  skewness(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC, method = "moment") 
  skewness(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC, method = "moment") 
 
  #######SKEWNESS/KURTOSIS RATIO FOR EACH COUNTRY UMD VS MKT####### 
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$UMD.DK) 
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$MKT.DK) 
   
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$UMD.FIN) 
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$MKT.FIN) 
   
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$UMD.NO) 
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$MKT.NO) 
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  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$UMD.SE) 
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(Factors$MKT.SE) 
   
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC) 
  SkewnessKurtosisRatio(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC) 
   
  #######MAXIMUM DRAWDOWN####### 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$UMD.DK), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$MKT.DK), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$SMB.DK), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$HML.DK), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$BAB.DK), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$QMJ.DK), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
   
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$UMD.FIN), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$MKT.FIN), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$SMB.FIN), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$HML.FIN), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$BAB.FIN), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$QMJ.FIN), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
   
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$UMD.NO), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$MKT.NO), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$SMB.NO), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$HML.NO), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$BAB.NO), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$QMJ.NO), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
   
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$UMD.SE), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$MKT.SE), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$SMB.SE), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$HML.SE), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$BAB.SE), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(Factors$QMJ.SE), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
   
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(FactorsNordic$UMD.NORDIC), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(FactorsNordic$MKT.NORDIC), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(FactorsNordic$SMB.NORDIC), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(FactorsNordic$HML.NORDIC), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(FactorsNordic$BAB.NORDIC), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
  maxDrawdown(as.vector(FactorsNordic$QMJ.NORDIC), weights = NULL, geometric = TRUE, invert = TRUE) 
   
 
 
 

	


